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Abstract. Many different behavioral refinement notions for algebraic
specifications have been proposed in the literature but the relationship
between the various concepts is still unclear. In this paper we provide a
classification and a comparative study of behavioral refinements according to two directions, the externalized approach which uses an explicit
behavioral abstraction operator that is applied to the specification to
be implemented, and the internalized approach which uses a built-in
behavioral semantics of specifications. We show that both concepts are
equivalent under suitable conditions. The formal basis of our study is
provided by the COL institution (constructor-based observational logic).
Hence, as a side-effect of our study on internalized behavioral refinements, we introduce also a novel concept of behavioral refinement for
COL-specifications.

1

Introduction

The investigation of behavioral refinement notions is motivated by the fact that,
in general, an implementation does not need to satisfy literally the properties
of an abstract specification but it can nevertheless be considered as correct if
this implementation respects the observable consequences of the specification to
be implemented. In the framework of algebraic specifications this idea has been
taken into account in many approaches in the literature proposing behavioral
(or observational) refinement (or implementation) concepts; see e.g. [9, 17, 19, 12,
13, 4] and, for an overview, [16, 8]. However, due to the various different formalizations, there is still no clear picture of the relationships between the various
approaches.
In this paper we propose a classification based on two principal directions
that can be identified when we analyze behavioral refinement concepts. The
first direction, in the following called the externalized view, uses an explicit behavioral abstraction operator to relax the (semantics of the) specification to
be implemented. The general idea is then that the models of an implementing
specification not necessarily have to lie in the model class of the specification
to be implemented but it is sufficient if they lie in its “abstracted” model class
?
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(see e.g. [17, 19, 16, 4]). Of course, there is again a variety of proposed behavioral abstraction operators which are either based on observational equivalences
between algebras (see, e.g., [17, 16]) or on observational equalities between the
elements of algebras (see, e.g., [4]). Since in many cases both approaches can be
expressed by each other (see [7]), we will restrict here to behavioral abstraction
operators that are based on observational equalities between elements. As a concrete formalism we use the notion of observational equality defined in [5] which is
based on distinguished sets of constructor operations (determining the relevant
values from the user’s point of view) and observer operations (determining the
indistinguishability of elements). As a first result, we show in Section 3 (Theorem 1) that behavioral refinement relations based on the externalized view can
be characterized by standard, non-behavioral refinements if we use a quotient
construction as an implementation constructor.
Then, in Section 4, we consider the second direction to behavioral refinement,
in the following called the internalized view. Here the idea is to use a built-in behavioral semantics that is used both for the specification to be implemented and
for the implementing specification. A built-in behavioral semantics is most appropriately obtained by the use of a behavioral institution that provides a logical
system focusing on the behavioral aspects of system specifications (as with hidden algebra [10] or the constructor-based observational logic COL [5]). A behavioral refinement concept based on hidden algebra is studied in [13], a behavioral
refinement concept for COL-specifications is introduced in Section 4. This refinement concept is based on the notion of a COL-implementation constructor which
can be applied to the models of the implementing COL-specification SPICOL to
produce models of the COL-specification SPCOL to be implemented. A crucial
property of COL-implementation constructors is that they have to be compatible with behavioral isomorphisms. We show that under mild assumptions reduct
functors along (standard) signature morphisms are indeed COL-implementation
constructors (Lemma 1) and we discuss the need for such constructions (in contrast to reduct functors along COL-signature morphisms which are appropriate
for encapsulation of specifications but not adequate for refinement).
In Section 5 we discuss the relationships between the externalized and the
internalized views on behavioral refinements. We show that the behavioral compatibility assumption of COL-implementation constructors is closely related to
the notion of stability (introduced by Schoett [20]) which requires that implementation constructors preserve observational equivalences between algebras.
Indeed, considering the externalized view, stability is the crucial criterion to obtain composability of behavioral refinement steps (see [19]), also called vertical
composition. For the internalized view vertical composition of behavioral refinements is guaranteed by definition, according to the built-in behavioral semantics
of the implementing specification. As the central result of this paper we show in
Theorem 2 that, under suitable assumptions, externalized and internalized notions of behavioral refinement can be expressed by each other. As pointed out in
Section 6, this leads to a useful proof rule for internalized behavioral refinements.

2
2.1

Basic Concepts
Algebraic Preliminaries and Structured Specifications

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of algebraic specifications (see, e.g., [22, 1]), like the notions of (many-sorted) signature Σ =
(S, OP) (where S is a set of sorts and OP is a set of operation symbols op :
s1 , . . . , sn → s), signature morphism σ : Σ → Σ 0 , (total) Σ-algebra A =
((As )s∈S , (op A )op∈OP ), The class of all Σ-algebras is denoted by Alg(Σ). Together with Σ-morphisms this class forms a category which, for simplicity, is
also denoted by Alg(Σ). For any signature morphism σ : Σ → Σ 0 , the reduct
functor |σ : Alg(Σ 0 ) → Alg(Σ) is defined as usual.
The notion of an institution was introduced by Goguen and Burstall [11] to
formalize the general concept of a logical system from a model-theoretic point
of view; see [21] for an overview on the basic definitions and the theory of institutions. Any institution provides a suitable framework for defining a set of
specification-building operators which are independent from the concrete form
of the institution. We will use the following four fundamental operators introduced in [18] for constructing structured specifications over an institution I. The
semantics of a specification SP is always determined by its signature, denoted
by Sig[SP], and by its class of models, denoted by Mod [SP].
presentation: Any pair hΣ, Φi consisting of a signature Σ and of a set Φ of
Σ-sentences is a specification with semantics:
def
Sig[hΣ, Φi] = Σ
def

Mod [hΣ, Φi] = {M ∈ Mod(Σ) | M |=Σ Φ}
union: For any two specifications SP1 and SP2 with the same signature Sig[SP1 ] =
Sig[SP2 ] = Σ, the expression SP1 ∪ SP2 is a specification with semantics:
def

Sig[SP1 ∪ SP2 ] = Σ
def

Mod [SP1 ∪ SP2 ] = Mod [SP1 ] ∩ Mod [SP2 ]
translation: For any specification SP and signature morphism σ : Sig[SP] →
Σ, the expression translate SP by σ is a specification with semantics:
def
Sig[translate SP by σ] = Σ
def

Mod [translate SP by σ] = {M ∈ Mod(Σ) | M |σ ∈ Mod [SP]}
hiding : For any specification SP and signature morphism σ : Σ → Sig[SP], the
expression derive from SP by σ is a specification with semantics:
def
Sig[derive from SP by σ] = Σ
def

Mod [derive from SP by σ] = IsoΣ ({M |σ | M ∈ Mod [SP]}) ,
where IsoΣ ( ) denotes the closure under Σ-isomorphisms in Mod(Σ).

2.2

Observability Concepts

In this section we recall the underlying observability notions that will be used
hereafter to formalize behavioral refinements (see [5] for more details). Note,
however, that the forthcoming study of behavioral refinement notions is in principle independent of the chosen formal basis.
To capture the behavioral aspects of system specifications we consider distinguished sets of constructor and observer operations. Intuitively, the constructor
operations determine those elements which are of interest from the user’s point
of view while the observers determine a set of observable experiments that a user
can perform to examine hidden states. Thus we can abstract from junk elements
and also from concrete state representations whereby two states are considered
to be “observationally equal” if they cannot be distinguished by observable experiments.
Formally, a constructor operation is an operation symbol cons : s1 , . . . , sn →
s with n ≥ 0. The result sort s of cons is called a constrained sort. An observer
operation is a pair (obs, i) where obs is an operation symbol obs : s1 , . . . , sn → s
with n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The distinguished argument sort si of obs is called a
state sort (or hidden sort). If obs : s1 → s is a unary observer we simply write
obs instead of (obs, 1).
If we consider a standard algebraic signature Σ = (S, OP) together with
a distinguished set OPCons of constructor operations and a distinguished set
OPObs of observer operations we obtain a so-called COL-signature ΣCOL =
(Σ, OPCons , OPObs ) with underlying (standard) signature Σ.1 The set SCons ⊆ S
of constrained sorts (w.r.t. OPCons ) consists of all sorts s such that there exists
at least one constructor in OPCons with range s. The set SLoose ⊆ S of loose sorts
consists of all non-constrained sorts, i.e. SLoose = S \ SCons . The set SState ⊆ S
of state sorts (or hidden sorts, w.r.t. OPObs ) consists of all sorts si such that
there exists at least one observer (obs, i) in OPObs , obs : s1 , . . . , si , . . . , sn → s.
The set SObs ⊆ S of observable sorts consists of all sorts which are not a state
sort, i.e. SObs = S \ SState .
The set OPCons of constructor operations (of a COL-signature ΣCOL ) determines a set of constructor terms. A constructor term is a term t of a constrained sort s ∈ SCons which is built only from constructor operations of OPCons
and from variables of loose sorts. In particular, if all sorts are constrained, i.e.,
SCons = S, the constructor terms are exactly the (S, OPCons )-ground terms
which are built by the constructor symbols. The set of constructor terms determines, for any Σ-algebra A, a family of subsets of the carrier sets of A, called
the generated part and denoted by GenΣCOL (A), which consists of those elements that can be constructed by the interpretations of the given constructors
(starting from constants and from arbitrary elements of loose sorts, if any). The
ΣCOL -generated part represents those elements which are of interest from the
1

The terminology “COL-signature” stems from the constructor-based observational
logic institution COL. Our study is however independent from the COL institution
as long as we do not consider the internalized view of behavioral refinements studied
in Section 4.

user’s point of view according to the given constructor operations. A Σ-algebra
A is reachable (w.r.t. ΣCOL ) if its carrier sets coincide with the carrier sets of
its ΣCOL -generated part.
The set OPObs of observer operations determines a set of observable contexts
which represent the observable experiments that a user can perform. An observable context is a term c of observable sort s0 ∈ SObs which is built only from
observer operations of OPObs and which contains a distinguished variable zs of
some hidden sort s ∈ SState . s is called the application sort and s0 is called the
observable result sort of c. The set of observable contexts determines, for any
Σ-algebra A, an indistinguishability relation, called observational equality and
denoted by ≈ΣCOL ,A . For any two elements a, b ∈ A, a ≈ΣCOL ,A b holds if
either a = b and a, b are observable (i.e. belong to a carrier set of observable sort
s ∈ SObs ) or if a and b cannot be distinguished by the application of observable contexts. A Σ-algebra A is fully abstract if the observational ΣCOL -equality
coincides with the set-theoretic equality.
The constructor and the observer operations induce certain constraints on
Σ-algebras. First, since the constructor operations determine the values of interest, we require that the non-constructor operations should (up to observational
equality) respect the constructor-generated part of an algebra, i.e. by the application of non-constructor operations one should at most be able to obtain
elements which are observationally equal to some element of the constructorgenerated part. Technically this means that for a given Σ-algebra A we first
consider the smallest Σ-subalgebra hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ of A containing the ΣCOL generated part because this subalgebra represents the only elements a user can
compute (over the loose carrier sets) by invoking operations of Σ. Then we
require that each element of hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ is observationally equal to some
element of the ΣCOL -generated part GenΣCOL (A) of A. This condition is called
reachability constraint.
Secondly, since the declaration of observer operations determines a particular observational equality on any Σ-algebra A, the (interpretations of the) nonobserver operations should respect this observational equality, i.e. a non-observer
operation should not contribute to distinguish non-observable elements. To ensure this we require that the observational equality is a Σ-congruence on the subalgebra hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ . (Note that it is sufficient to consider hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ
instead of A because computations performed by a user can only lead to elements
in the Σ-subalgebra hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ .) This condition is called observability constraint.
A Σ-algebra A which satisfies both the reachability and the observability
constraints induced by a COL-signature ΣCOL = (Σ, OPCons , OPObs ) is called
ΣCOL -algebra (or simply COL-algebra). Note that any Σ-algebra A which is
reachable and fully abstract w.r.t. ΣCOL is a ΣCOL -algebra. The class of all
ΣCOL -algebras is denoted by AlgCOL (ΣCOL ).
The satisfaction of the reachability and observability constraints allows us
to construct for each ΣCOL -algebra A its black box view which is a reachable
and fully abstract algebra representing the behavior of A from the user’s point

of view. The black box view is constructed in two steps. First, we restrict to
the ΣCOL -generated subalgebra hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ of A thus forgetting junk values. Then, we identify all elements of hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ which are observationally
equal. Hence the black box view of a ΣCOL -algebra A is given by the quotient algebra of hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ w.r.t. ≈ΣCOL ,A which, for simplicity, will be
denoted by A/≈ΣCOL ,A . Two ΣCOL -algebras A and B are observationally equivalent (w.r.t. ΣCOL ), denoted by A ≡ΣCOL B, if their black box views A/≈ΣCOL ,A
and B/≈ΣCOL ,B are isomorphic Σ-algebras.
The observability notions defined above provide a generalization of the approach in [7] which is based on partial observational equalities ≈Obs,In,A . The difference here is the declaration of the constructor and observer operations which
provide much more flexibility than declaring just observable sorts Obs and input
sorts In as done in [7]. In fact, any standard signature Σ = (S, OP) together
with distinguished sets In ⊆ S of input sorts and Obs ⊆ S of observable sorts inIn,Obs
duces a COL-signature ΣCOL
= (Σ, OPCons , OPObs ) where OPCons consists of
all operation symbols cons ∈ OP with range s ∈ S \ In and OPObs consists of all
pairs (obs, i) with obs ∈ OP, obs : s1 , . . . , si , . . . , sn → s and si ∈ S \ Obs. Then,
for any Σ-algebra A, the partial observational equality ≈Obs,In,A coincides (on
hGenΣCOL (A)iΣ ) with ≈ΣCOL ,A . In particular, in this case each Σ-algebra is also
a COL-algebra. Hence the results on behavioral refinements developed in the
following sections are also valid for all observability notions based on fixed sets
of observable sorts (and input sorts) which are frequently found in the literature,
see, e.g., [15, 17].

3

Behavioral Refinement: The Externalized View

In this section we consider the institution FOLEq of many-sorted first-order logic
with equality (as detailed, e.g., in [3]) and we consider structured specifications
over FOLEq built by the specification building operations defined in Section 2.1.
A simple refinement relation between two specifications SP (the abstract specification to be implemented) and SPI (the implementing specification) can be
defined by requiring that both specifications have the same signature and that
the model class of the implementing specification SPI is included in the model
class of SP, see, e.g., [22]. To take into account that an implementation usually
involves some construction steps the notion of constructor implementation has
been introduced in [19] (and similarly in other implementation concepts; see [16,
8] for an overview). According to [19] an implementation constructor is a function which maps algebras over the signature of the implementing specification
to algebras over the signature of the abstract specification. Since an implementation construction must not necessarily be defined on all algebras but only on
the models of the implementing specification we allow partial functions as implementation constructors. (An example of a partial implementation constructor
is the formation of observational quotients used below.) On the other hand, we
assume that implementation constructions are performed in a uniform way, i.e.
preserve isomorphisms.

Definition 1 (Implementation constructor). Let Σ, ΣI be two signatures.
An implementation constructor from ΣI to Σ (also simply called a constructor)
is a partial function κ : Alg(ΣI ) → Alg(Σ) which is iso-preserving, i.e. for all
AI, BI ∈ Alg(ΣI ),
if AI is ΣI -isomorphic to BI and κ(AI) is defined
then κ(BI) is defined and κ(AI) is Σ-isomorphic to κ(BI).
The definition domain of κ is denoted by Dom(κ).
An example of an implementation constructor is, for a given signature morphism σ : Σ → ΣI which renames abstract sorts and operations into those
offered by the implementation, the reduct functor |σ : Alg(ΣI ) → Alg(Σ) (see
also [19]). Note that in FOLEq this constructor can also be expressed by the
derive specification-building primitive.
Definition 2 (Refinement). Let SP, SPI be two specifications with signatures
Σ, ΣI resp. and let κ be a constructor from ΣI to Σ. SPI is a refinement of
SP w.r.t. κ, denoted by SP κ SPI, if
Mod [SPI] ⊆ Dom(κ) and κ(Mod [SPI]) ⊆ Mod [SP].
Many examples show that the above refinement definition is too restrictive
since an implementation does not need to satisfy literally all requirements of
an abstract specification but can nevertheless be considered as correct if the
implementation respects the observable properties of the specification to be implemented. This fact has inspired a lot of work on adequate notions of behavioral
refinement relations. A popular idea is to relax the model class of the specification SP to be implemented by some behavioral abstraction operation, see,
e.g., [17, 19, 16, 4]. We call this direction the externalized view of behavioral refinement because, only for the purpose of refinement, a behavioral abstraction
operation is applied on top of the given (standard) model class of SP. In contrast to that idea, other approaches use a built-in behavioral semantics which
is used for both specifications, the specification to be implemented and the implementing specification, see [13]. We call this direction the internalized view of
behavioral refinement which will be more closely considered in the next section.
In this section we focus on the externalized view using as a behavioral abstraction operation the following behavior operator which constructs for a given class
C of Σ-algebras the class of all algebras whose black box view belongs to C.
The behavior operator is defined according to distinguished sets of constructor
operations and observer operations, i.e. w.r.t. a COL-signature.
Definition 3 (Behavior operator). Let ΣCOL = (Σ, OPCons , OPObs ) be a
COL-signature. For any class C of Σ-algebras,
def
BehΣCOL (C) = {A ∈ AlgCOL (ΣCOL ) | A/≈ΣCOL ,A ∈ C}.
A class C of Σ-algebras is called behaviorally closed w.r.t. a COL-signature
ΣCOL if C ⊆ BehΣCOL (C) or, equivalently, if any Σ-algebra A ∈ C is a COLalgebra and its black box view A/≈ΣCOL ,A belongs also to C. A specification SP
is behaviorally closed if its model class Mod [SP] is behaviorally closed.

When considering the externalized view of behavioral refinement the idea is,
of course, to apply the behavior operator to the model class of the specification
to be implemented. This leads to the following notion of behavioral refinement.
Definition 4 (Behavioral refinement: the externalized view). Let SP,
SPI be two specifications with signatures Σ, ΣI resp., let ΣCOL be a COLsignature of the form (Σ, OPCons , OPObs ) and let κ : Alg(ΣI ) → Alg(Σ) be a
constructor. SPI is a behavioral refinement of SP w.r.t. ΣCOL and κ, denoted
by SP ΣCOL κ SPI, if
Mod [SPI] ⊆ Dom(κ) and κ(Mod [SPI]) ⊆ BehΣCOL (Mod [SP]).
The given behavioral refinement notion is essentially based on the use of
the observational equality of elements induced by a COL-signature. Other approaches in the literature, which follow the externalized view, use for behavioral abstraction not an indistinguishability relation between elements but an
abstraction equivalence between algebras, see, e.g., [17, 15]. According to the
results in [7, 4] there is, however, no difference between both approaches if the
abstraction equivalence is factorizable (see [7]) and if the specification to be
implemented is behaviorally closed.
Example 1. The following specification Set specifies properties of sets of natural
numbers.
spec Set =
sorts bool , nat, set
ops true, false : bool ;
0 : nat; succ : nat → nat; plus : nat × nat → nat;
empty : set; add : nat × set → set;
isin : nat × set → bool ;
axioms
∀x , y : nat; s : set
%% standard axioms for booleans and natural numbers, plus

•
•
•
•
•

isin(x , empty) = false
isin(x , add (x , s)) = true
x 6= y ⇒ isin(x , add (y, s)) = isin(x , s)
add (x , add (x , s)) = add (x , s)
add (x , add (y, s)) = add (y, add (x , s))

(1)
(2)

end
For the implementation of sets we first abstract from the Set specification by
using as an observer operation the membership test isin to observe sets. More
precisely, we consider the COL-signature ΣSetCOL = (Sig[Set], ∅, {(isin, 2)}).
For the concrete implementation we use the specification List shown below and a
signature morphism σSetasList : Sig[Set] → Sig[List] such that σSetasList (set) =
list, σSetasList (add) = cons and σSetasList (x) = x otherwise. Hence the implementation constructor κ is the reduct functor |σSetasList : Alg(Sig[List]) →
Alg(Sig[Set]).

Thus we obtain the refinement relation Set

ΣSetCOL

κ

List.2

spec List =
sorts bool , nat, list
ops true, false : bool ;
0 : nat; succ : nat → nat; plus : nat × nat → nat;
empty : list; cons : nat × list → list;
head : list → nat; tail : list → list;
isin : nat × list → bool ;
axioms
∀x , y : nat; l : list
%% standard axioms for booleans and natural numbers, plus

•
•
•
•
•

head (cons(x , l )) = x
tail (cons(x , l )) = l
isin(x , empty) = false
isin(x , cons(x , l )) = true
x 6= y ⇒ isin(x , cons(y, l )) = isin(x , l )

end
Let us still point out that inspired by the results in [3] we can characterize
externalized behavioral refinements by standard refinements in the sense of Definition 2 if we use behavioral quotient constructors which are induced by the
black box views of COL-algebras.
Definition 5 (Behavioral quotient constructor). Let ΣCOL be a COLsignature with underlying signature Σ. The behavioral quotient constructor (w.r.t.
ΣCOL ) is given by /≈ΣCOL : Alg(Σ) → Alg(Σ), where
def

/≈ΣCOL (A) = A/≈ΣCOL ,A if A is a ΣCOL -algebra,
/≈ΣCOL (A) is undefined otherwise.3
Theorem 1 (Characterization of externalized behavioral refinements).
Let SP, SPI be two specifications with signatures Σ, ΣI resp., let ΣCOL be a
COL-signature with underlying signature Σ and let κ : Alg(ΣI ) → Alg(Σ) be a
constructor.
SP

ΣCOL

κ

SPI if and only if SP

κ;

/≈ΣCOL

SPI.

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the definitions, in particular of
the fact that κ(Mod [SPI]) ⊆ BehΣCOL (Mod [SP]) is equivalent to the inclusion
κ(Mod [SPI])/≈ΣCOL ⊆ Mod [SP].
u
t
2

3

The correctness proof is easy: First, the implementation indeed satisfies the nonobservable equations (1) and (2) of Set due to the behavioral abstraction. That
the reduct functor yields COL-algebras w.r.t. ΣSetCOL follows from the observer
complete form of the axioms; see [6] for more details.
Obviously, /≈ΣCOL is iso-preserving.

4

Behavioral Refinement: The Internalized View

The idea of the internalized view of behavioral refinement is to use a built-in
behavioral semantics for specifications. For this purpose behavioral institutions
which are tailored towards the behavioral aspects of system specifications provide an appropriate basis. Examples of such institutions are the framework of
hidden algebra (see [10]) and the constructor-based observational logic institution COL (see [5]). In the following we will consider the COL institution for
which no behavioral refinement concept has been investigated yet while for hidden algebra a refinement notion has been discussed in [13]. The COL institution
has as signatures COL-signatures and as models COL-algebras as described in
Section 2. COL-signature morphisms are standard signature morphisms which
fulfill additional properties related to the preservation of constructor and observer operations and COL-morphisms between COL-algebras reflect behavioral
relationships (see [5] for details). In particular, two ΣCOL -algebras A and B
are ΣCOL -isomorphic if they are observationally equivalent (w.r.t. ΣCOL ), i.e. if
A ≡ΣCOL B.
A crucial concept to obtain a built-in behavioral semantics is the behavioral
satisfaction relation, denoted by |=ΣCOL , which generalizes the standard satisfaction relation of first-order logic by abstracting with respect to reachability
and observability. From the reachability point of view, the valuations of variables are restricted to the elements of the ΣCOL -generated part GenΣCOL (A)
only. From the observability point of view, the equality symbol “=” occurring
in a first-order formula ϕ is not interpreted by the set-theoretic equality but by
the observational equality ≈ΣCOL ,A of elements.
In the following of this section we consider structured specifications over
COL built by the specification building operations defined in Section 2.1. For
instance, a basic COL specification SPCOL = hΣCOL , Axi consists of a COLsignature ΣCOL and a set Ax of Σ-sentences, called axioms. The semantics of
SPCOL is given by its signature ΣCOL and by its class of models
Mod [SPCOL ] = {A ∈ AlgCOL (ΣCOL ) | A |=ΣCOL Ax}.
In order to define behavioral refinements for COL-specifications we can simply
transfer the notions of implementation constructor and refinement used for the
FOLEq institution in Definitions 1 and 2 to the COL institution. In particular,
this means that COL-implementation constructors are required to preserve COLisomorphisms, i.e. behavioral equivalences of algebras.
Definition 6 (COL-implementation constructor). Let ΣCOL , ΣICOL be two
COL-signatures. A COL-implementation constructor from ΣICOL to ΣCOL (also
simply called a COL-constructor) is a partial function κCOL : AlgCOL (ΣICOL ) →
AlgCOL (ΣCOL ) which is COL-iso-preserving, i.e. for all AI, BI ∈ AlgCOL (ΣICOL ),
if AI ≡ΣICOL BI and κCOL (AI) is defined
then κCOL (BI) is defined and κCOL (AI) ≡ΣCOL κCOL (BI).
The definition domain of κCOL is denoted by Dom(κCOL ).

Definition 7 (Behavioral refinement: the internalized view). Let SPCOL ,
SPICOL be two COL-specifications with signatures ΣCOL , ΣICOL resp. and let
κCOL be a COL-constructor from ΣICOL to ΣCOL . SPICOL is a behavioral refinement of SPCOL w.r.t. κCOL , denoted by SPCOL κCOL SPICOL , if
Mod [SPICOL ] ⊆ Dom(κCOL ) and κCOL (Mod [SPICOL ]) ⊆ Mod [SPCOL ].
An important question is, of course, which implementation constructors are
appropriate for COL-refinements. As a first approach one could simply consider COL-signature morphisms σCOL : ΣCOL → ΣICOL . Since COL is an institution, the corresponding COL-reduct functor |σCOL : AlgCOL (ΣICOL ) →
AlgCOL (ΣCOL ) preserves COL-isomorphisms, i.e. is a COL-implementation constructor. Hence it is tempting to consider COL-refinements where the syntactic
relationship between the specification SPCOL to be implemented and the implementing specification SPICOL is established by a COL-signature morphism. This
approach has, however, a serious drawback because the implementing specification SPICOL usually has constructor and observer operations OPICons , OPIObs
which are unrelated to the constructor and observer operations OPCons , OPObs
of the specification SPCOL to be implemented. As a simple example we consider below the implementation of sets by lists where the observer for sets is the
membership test isin while the observer operations for lists are, as usual, the
head and tail operations. Hence the COL-specifications of sets and lists cannot
be related by a COL-signature morphism which would require the preservation
of constructor and observer operations.This is the reason why we want to consider standard signature morphisms and their reduct functors as implementation
constructors for COL-specifications.
But before let us still point out that from a methodological point of view
it is indeed adequate not to stick to COL-signature morphisms when we construct implementations. COL-signature morphisms are the appropriate tool to
ensure encapsulation of COL-specifications (formally expressed by the satisfaction condition of an institution) which is indeed important when we construct
large specifications in a modular way (often called horizontal composition). But
when we discuss refinements and compositions of refinement steps (often called
vertical composition) this is a totally different matter. Indeed, talking about encapsulation when relating abstract and concrete specifications makes no sense.
An extensive discussion of this issue can also be found in [13].
Hence, let us consider two COL-specifications SPCOL , SPICOL with signatures ΣCOL , ΣICOL resp. together with a (standard) signature morphism
σ : Σ → ΣI (where Σ and ΣI are the underlying standard signatures of ΣCOL
and ΣICOL resp.). Moreover, let us consider the reduct functor |σ : Alg(ΣI ) →
Alg(Σ) as a partial function |σ : AlgCOL (ΣICOL ) → AlgCOL (ΣCOL ),4 where
def

|σ (AI) = AI|σ if AI|σ is a ΣCOL -algebra,
|σ (AI) is undefined otherwise.
4

By abuse of notation we use the same symbol |σ for the (total) reduct functor on
Alg(ΣI ) and for its induced partial reduct function on AlgCOL (ΣICOL ).

The next lemma provides a simple criterion under which the (partial) reduct
function on COL-algebras is COL-iso-preserving, i.e. is a COL-implementation
constructor.
Lemma 1. Let ΣCOL , ΣICOL be COL-signatures with underlying signatures Σ,
ΣI resp. Let SObs , SIObs be the observable sorts and SLoose , SILoose be the loose
sorts induced by ΣCOL , ΣICOL resp. (see Section 2). If σ(SObs ) ⊆ SIObs and
σ(SLoose ) ⊆ SILoose then |σ : AlgCOL (ΣICOL ) → AlgCOL (ΣCOL ) is a COLimplementation constructor.
Proof. We have to show that for all AI, BI ∈ AlgCOL (ΣICOL ) the following
holds:
1. If AI ≡ΣICOL BI and AI|σ is a ΣCOL -algebra then BI|σ is a ΣCOL -algebra.
2. If AI ≡ΣICOL BI then AI|σ ≡ΣCOL BI|σ .
Proof of (1): Let AI ≡ΣICOL BI and AI|σ be a ΣCOL -algebra. Then AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI
iso BI/≈ΣICOL ,BI . Hence (AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI )|σ iso (BI/≈ΣICOL ,BI )|σ . Due to the
assumption σ(SObs ) ⊆ SIObs and σ(SLoose ) ⊆ SILoose , we can conclude that
AI|σ is a ΣCOL -algebra iff (AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI )|σ is a ΣCOL -algebra. Hence,
(AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI )|σ is a ΣCOL -algebra and so is (BI/≈ΣICOL ,BI )|σ . Again, by
using the assumption, we conclude that BI|σ is a ΣCOL -algebra
def

def

def

def

Proof of (2): Let In = SLoose , Obs = SObs , InI = SILoose , and ObsI = SIObs .
Due to the assumption σ(In) ⊆ InI, σ(Obs) ⊆ ObsI and according to [4] (Example 3.15), the reduct functor |σ : Alg(ΣI ) → Alg(Σ) is behavior respecting
w.r.t. the partial observational equalities ≈Obs,In and ≈ObsI,InI in the sense of [4]
(Def. 3.12). Since AI, BI are ΣICOL -algebras, ≈ObsI,InI,AI = ≈ΣICOL ,AI and
≈ObsI,InI,BI = ≈ΣICOL ,BI and hence AI ≡ΣICOL BI iff AI ≡ObI,InI BI.
Since |σ is behavior respecting, AI|σ ≡Obs,In BI|σ . Since both reducts are
ΣCOL -algebras this is equivalent to AI|σ ≡ΣCOL BI|σ .
t
u
Example 2. In contrast to Example 1 let us now consider COL-specifications of
sets and lists. First, the COL-specification SetCOL of sets is given by including
the observer isin into the COL-signature of the specification. (For simplicity, we
do not consider constructor operations here.)
spec SetCOL =
sorts bool , nat, set
ops true, false : bool ;
0 : nat; succ : nat → nat; plus : nat × nat → nat;
empty : set; add : nat × set → set;
isin : nat × set → bool ;
observer (isin, 2 )
axioms
%% the same axioms as in Set (see Example 1)

end
The following specification ListCOL provides a COL-specification of lists. As
in any usual approach for a behavioral specification of lists we use the operations
head and tail as observers for lists.

spec ListCOL =
sorts bool , nat, list
ops true, false : bool ;
0 : nat; succ : nat → nat; plus : nat × nat → nat;
empty : list; cons : nat × list → list;
head : list → nat; tail : list → list;
isin : nat × list → bool ;
observers head , tail
axioms
%% the same axioms as in List (see Example 1)

end
For the implementation construction we use the same (standard) signature morphism σSetasList as in Example 1 and the partial function
|σSetasList : AlgCOL (Sig[ListCOL]) → AlgCOL (Sig[SetCOL])
induced by the reduct functor |σSetasList on standard algebras. It is important
to note that the (image of the) observable sorts of SetCOL are included in the
observable sorts of ListCOL and hence, due to Lemma 1, the reduct functor
is indeed a COL-implementation constructor, denoted by κCOL . Thus we obtain
the refinement relation SetCOL κCOL ListCOL.5

5

Relating the Externalized and the Internalized Views
of Behavioral Refinements

Let us first relate the implementation constructors used in the different approaches. Since any COL-algebra is also a (standard) algebra it is obvious that
any implementation constructor κ : Alg(ΣI ) → Alg(Σ) gives rise to a (partial)
function κCOL : AlgCOL (ΣICOL ) → AlgCOL (ΣCOL ) where
def

κCOL (AI) = κ(AI) if κ(AI) is defined and is a ΣCOL -algebra,
κCOL (AI) is undefined otherwise.
If this partial function is COL-iso-preserving then κCOL is a COL-implementation
constructor induced by κ. In particular this means that κ is compatible with observational equivalences between COL-algebras, a property which is frequently
used in the literature in different contexts having its origin in the notion of
stability introduced by Schoett [20]. Thus constructors κ which induce COLconstructors will synonymously be called stable constructors. A criterion for the
stability of reduct functors along standard signature morphisms has been provided in Lemma 1. The following lemma states a useful consequence of stable
constructors.
5

The correctness proof can be reduced to the proof of the refinement relation of Example 1 due to the forthcoming Theorem 2 which relates externalized and internalized
views of behavioral refinements.

Lemma 2. Let κ be a constructor from ΣI to Σ and κCOL be a COL-constructor
from ΣICOL to ΣCOL induced by κ. Then, for any class CI ⊆ Alg(ΣI ) of ΣI algebras and for any iso-closed class C ⊆ Alg(Σ) of Σ-algebras, it holds:
If CI ⊆ Dom(κ) and κ(CI) ⊆ BehΣCOL (C)
then BehΣICOL (CI) ⊆ Dom(κ) and κ(BehΣICOL (CI)) ⊆ BehΣCOL (C).
Proof. Let AI ∈ BehΣICOL (CI). Then AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI ∈ CI and, by assumption, κ(AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI ) ∈ BehΣCOL (C). Hence, in particular, κ(AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI )
is a ΣCOL -algebra. Thus κCOL (AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI ) is defined. Since AI ≡ΣICOL
AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI and κCOL is a COL-constructor, κCOL (AI) is defined as well,
i.e. κ(AI) is a ΣCOL -algebra and thus BehΣICOL (CI) ⊆ Dom(κ).
Moreover, since κCOL is COL-iso-preserving, κ(AI) = κCOL (AI) ≡ΣCOL
κCOL (AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI ) = κ(AI/≈ΣICOL ,AI ) ∈ BehΣCOL (C). Since C is iso closed,
BehΣCOL (C) is closed under COL-iso, i.e. under ≡ΣCOL . Thus we obtain, as desired, κ(AI) ∈ BehΣCOL (C).
t
u
From Lemma 2 we can easily conclude that for stable constructors, behavioral
refinement steps according to the externalized view compose, i.e.
SP

ΣCOL

κ

SPI, SPI

ΣICOL

κ0

SPI0 implies SP

ΣCOL

κ0 ; κ

SPI0 .

Indeed, it has been pointed out already in [19] that the preservation of observational equivalences is crucial to guarantee vertical composition of so-called
abstractor implementations which are a variant of the externalized approach. For
the internalized approach, vertical composition is trivially guaranteed according
to the built-in behavioral semantics which is used for both the specification to
be implemented and for the implementing specification, i.e.
SPCOL
SPCOL

κCOL
ΣICOL

0

SPICOL , SPICOL κCOL SPI0COL implies
κ0COL ; κCOL
SPI0COL .

In the following of this section we will show that under certain conditions (stability of constructors and behavioral closedness of specifications), externalized
behavioral refinements and internalized behavioral refinements are expressible
by each other. To relate the two approaches we first define a trivial syntactic
translation F orgetCOL from COL-specifications into standard specifications over
FOLEq according to the structure of specifications:
def

F orgetCOL (hΣCOL , Axi) = hΣ, Axi
where Σ is the underlying standard signature of ΣCOL
def

F orgetCOL (SP1,COL ∪ SP2,COL ) =
F orgetCOL (SP1,COL ) ∪ F orgetCOL (SP2,COL )
def

F orgetCOL (translate SPCOL by σCOL ) =
translate F orgetCOL (SPCOL ) by σ

where σ is the underlying standard signature morphism of σCOL
def

F orgetCOL (derive from SPCOL by σCOL ) =
derive from F orgetCOL (SPCOL ) by σ
where σ is the underlying standard signature morphism of σCOL
We implicitly assume in the following that for any structured COL-specification
SPCOL its associated FOLEq-specification F orgetCOL (SPCOL ) is denoted by SP
and similarly for SPICOL etc. The following lemma states that COL-specifications
and behavioral abstractions of their associated FOLEq-specifications are semantically equivalent.
Lemma 3. Let SPCOL be a COL-specification with signature ΣCOL and let SP
be its associated FOLEq-specification. Assume that in the structured specification
SP, each occurrence of the derive construct (if any) is applied to a behaviorally
closed specification. Then Mod [SPCOL ] = BehΣCOL (Mod [SP]).6
Proof. The proof of the lemma is straightforward by induction on the structure
of specifications. For the basic step we use the fact (see [5]) that for any ΣCOL algebra A and Σ-sentence ϕ, A |=ΣCOL ϕ iff A/≈ΣCOL ,A |= ϕ (where |= denotes
the standard satisfaction relation of first-order logic). The induction step for
the union of two specifications is trivial and the induction steps for translate
and derive utilize the fact that reduct functors w.r.t. COL-signature morphisms
commute with black box constructions; see Theorem 51 of [5].
t
u
Theorem 2 (Relating externalized and internalized behavioral refinements). Let SPCOL , SPICOL be two COL-specifications with signatures ΣCOL ,
ΣICOL resp. and let SP, SPI be the associated FOLEq-specifications with signatures Σ, ΣI resp. Again we assume that in the structured specifications SP
and SPI, each occurrence of the derive construct (if any) is applied to a behaviorally closed specification. Let κCOL be a COL-constructor from ΣICOL to ΣCOL
induced by a constructor κ from ΣI to Σ.
1. If SP ΣCOL κ SPI then SPCOL κCOL SPICOL .
2. If SPI is behaviorally closed w.r.t. ΣICOL then
SP ΣCOL κ SPI if and only if SPCOL κCOL SPICOL .
Proof. (1): By assumption,
Mod [SPI] ⊆ Dom(κ) and κ(Mod [SPI]) ⊆ BehΣCOL (Mod [SP]).
Hence, by Lemma 2 (and since Mod [SP] is iso-closed)
BehΣICOL (Mod [SPI]) ⊆ Dom(κ) and
κ(BehΣICOL (Mod [SPI])) ⊆ BehΣCOL (Mod [SP]).
Since, by Lemma 3,
Mod [SPICOL ] = BehΣICOL (Mod [SPI]) and Mod [SPCOL ] = BehΣCOL (Mod [SP])
we obtain, as desired,
6

In this equation the ΣCOL -algebras on the left-hand side are considered as standard
Σ-algebras.

Mod [SPICOL ] ⊆ Dom(κCOL ) and κCOL (Mod [SPICOL ]) ⊆ Mod [SPCOL ].
(2): Conversely, if
Mod [SPICOL ] ⊆ Dom(κCOL ) and κCOL (Mod [SPICOL ]) ⊆ Mod [SPCOL ],
then we obtain, again by Lemma 3,
BehΣICOL (Mod [SPI]) ⊆ Dom(κ) and
κ(BehΣICOL (Mod [SPI])) ⊆ BehΣCOL (Mod [SP]).
Since SPI is behaviorally closed w.r.t. ΣICOL , Mod [SPI] ⊆ BehΣICOL (Mod [SPI])
and therefore Mod [SPI] ⊆ Dom(κ) and κ(Mod [SPI]) ⊆ BehΣCOL (Mod [SP]). u
t

6

Conclusion

We have studied the relationships between externalized and internalized behavioral refinements which we believe is useful for further elaborations of behavioral
refinement notions in the context of particular specification frameworks, like,
e.g., the algebraic specification language Casl [2]. Indeed the essential results
of our study, in particular the main theorem pointing out the equivalence of the
external and the internal views of behavioral refinements (under certain assumptions), are in principle independent of the chosen formalism. Hence, it should be
possible to generalize our results to a more abstract category-theoretic setting,
e.g. along the lines of [14].
An important further issue concerns proof techniques to verify behavioral
refinements. It seems that the most efficient way would be to reduce both, the
externalized and the internalized notions, to the proof of refinement relations
between standard first-order logic specifications (possibly involving sort generation constraints). Indeed Theorem 1 an 2 induce immediately the following two
proof rules:
κ;

SP

/≈ΣCOL

SPI

SP

ΣCOL

κ

SPI

SP

ΣCOL

κ

SPI

SPCOL

κCOL

SPICOL

Then, further proof rules are needed for proving SP κ; /≈ΣCOL SPI. A
useful source for this purpose are the proof techniques for the validity of firstorder sentences in behavioral quotient specifications provided in [3].
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